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Retrovirus & Gluten Sensitivity 
Guest: Peter Osborne, DC, DACBN, PScD 

The contents of this presentation are for 
informational purposes only and are not intended to 
be a substitute for professional medical advice, 
diagnosis, or treatment. This presentation does not 
provide medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment. 
Always seek the advice of your physician or other 
qualified health provider with any questions you 
may have regarding a medical condition. 

Dr. Jay Davidson: Hello. This is Dr. Jay Davidson from drjaydavidson.com. 
Thank you for joining me on the Viral and Retroviral Summit. My guest is Dr. 
Peter Osborne. And we’re going to be exploring retroviruses and gluten 
sensitivity. But before we do a little bit about Dr. Osborne. 
 
Dr. Peter Osborne is the Clinical Director of Origins Healthcare in Sugarland, 
Texas. He has a Doctoral of Pastoral Science and a Board-Certified Clinical 
Nutritionist. Oftentimes, he’s referred to as the Gluten Free Warrior. He is one 
of the most sought after, alternative, and nutritional experts in the world. He’s 
also the Founder of the Gluten Free Society; which you can check that out at 
glutenfreesociety.org. He’s also the author of the bestselling book No Grain, No 
Pain, so write that down. If you haven’t picked up your copy, make sure to go 
grab that. Again, it’s No Grain, No Pain. 
 
Dr. Osborne, welcome to the Viral and Retroviral Summit. 
 
Dr. Peter Osborne: Well thanks for having me, Dr. Jay. It’s a privilege to be 
here with you. 
 
Dr. Jay Davidson: Well I’m excited to pick your brain. Clearly, you are on a 
mission educating about autoimmunity, about gluten, and so many other 
things. I guess kind of opening this interview up I’d love to hear what’s your 
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thoughts of infection and autoimmune disease? Is there a connection and 
what do you feel about that? 
 
Dr. Peter Osborne: It’s huge. I always look at autoimmune disease as four big 
triggers; one of them being food, which we talk ab out gluten all the time. One 
of the triggers being infectious microorganisms, whether that be bacteria viral, 
parasitic, and even some other types of infectious microorganisms, like prion. 
And then another trigger being chemical exposure. And then a last trigger 
being nutritional deficiencies. So when it comes to autoimmune disease those 
are the four big triggers that we actually know are problematic to the 
progenesis of autoimmunity. 
 
Dr. Jay Davidson: When you look at the infection side, are there specific 
things that stand out more than other; like bacteria? Obviously, this is a viral, 
retroviral summit, but virus, fungus, bacteria. 
 
Dr. Peter Osborne: In my experience, and I’ve been practicing 20 years or so, 
far outweighed are the yeast or fungal infections and bacterial issues. At least 
this is my direct experience in the clinic. I talk to other practitioners though 
who deal a lot more with things like Epstein-Barr Virus as a major trigger in 
their practice. So I think a lot of it depends on the person’s practice, what 
their demographic, and who they’re seeing are. But for me the most common 
is fungal. 
 
Dr. Jay Davidson: Okay. And do you see the fungal being environmental 
related, like more in the mold micro toxin; the fungal more related with 
candida and the internal environment that’s attracting the fungus? 
 
Dr. Peter Osborne: A little bit of both. So I live on the Gulf Coast and so it’s 
very humid climate, a lot of flooding, a lot of hurricanes. And the 
infrastructure of our cities is getting older. And so there’s a tendency for 
environmental molds to take a grip hold; you know black mold, stachybotrys, 
and aspergillus, and cryptosporidium, and a number of different species and 
mold that general micro toxins that can slowly poison people over time 
triggering our immunity. 
 
But then I also see a propensity towards just the way people eat in our society; 
which is a high sugar, high carbohydrate, low nutrient dense diet that’s full of 
glutens. And so what that ends to do is it allows for yeast overgrowth within 
their intern al microbiome and their GI tract leading to internal mold issues 
and micro toxin production on the inside. So both outside and inside were 
usually woven both out in anyone who walks through the door. 
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Dr. Jay Davidson: Okay. So looking at the gluten side of things it definitely 
seems the last five years, especially the last couple of years, you can find so 
many foods that are labeled now gluten free. Has that been a fad or become 
popular just because it’s like the new thing, or are you seeing clinically that 
people are actually reacting to gluten or are sensitive to it? 
 
Dr. Peter Osborne: I don’t think it’s a fad at all. I think we’ve always had a 
degree of gluten sensitivity. I think we’re seeing more of it today than we did, 
let’s say 30 years ago or 40 years ago. I think there’s several reasons why. One 
of the reasons is if you look at the staple of the diet, children are being 
indoctrinated from birth with cartoon characters and cereal commercials. And 
how cereal and how grain is the balanced part of your daily need. 
 
And there’s nothing further from the truth. The reason we use so much grain 
is because it’s cheap to grow and we subsidize it; it’s genetically modified. You 
can use pesticide and it kills all the weeds. And you can feed 300,000 million 
people really easy. But whether or not you’re feeding them healthy I think is a 
debatable subject. 
 
But the other issue is the addition of what’s happening to a lot of our food 
supplies, particularly some of the enzymes that are being added as 
preservative agents. There’s a family of enzymes called MITGLU for short, or 
microbial transglutaminase, which is a bacteria slime that’s added as a 
preservative agent, but also added as a gluten substitute. 
 
So a lot of these gluten free foods are produced with this enzyme. And what 
research is finding is that this enzyme can actually call Celiac Disease and 
other forms of autoimmune disease, even in the absence of gluten. So it’s a 
very, very big problem. I think we’re seeing a lot of people do better not eating 
grain because they’re avoiding those packaged processed grain-based 
products. Also, many of them are gluten sensitive and actually avoiding 
gluten. 
 
Dr. Jay Davidson: Wow! So this enzyme, the MITGLU that gets substituted 
for gluten is causing celiac, which is typically one of the reasons that people 
stay way from gluten. What are the most common foods that you find like this 
newer enzyme substitute in? 
 
Dr. Peter Osborne: Anytime you eat fast food you’re getting in. Because like 
the chicken sandwich, for example, that’s not really made out of chicken but 
it’s made of chicken particulate that’s glue together, the glue is MITGLU. You 
go to any major fast food restaurant that’s what you’re pretty much going to 
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get. If you go to any major chain where there’s not a chef but they’re cooks, 
and I’m going to use an example not to pick on any one restaurant, but like 
Chili’s. You can buy a chicken breast at any Chili’s in the United States and 
they’ll take identical to the one that you bought in Houston, to the one that 
you bought in Georgia. It’s because they use chemical additives and 
preservatives in things like MITGLU to put it together so that they can create a 
consistency in the experience for their customers. 
 
So MITGLU’s also found in dairy. It’s used as a thickening agent, it’s used as a 
preservative for milk, for cheese, for butter. And the yogurts and other dairy 
based products you’ll find that MITGLU’s actually also now being used in 
some of the other kind of non-dairy alternative options. So unfortunately, it’s 
not something that has to be put on the label from a legal standpoint. So if 
you’re trying to avoid it, and you should, the best thing to do is real food and 
not buy processed food. 
 
Now the second best thing to do if you’re concerned about a particular product 
that you’re using, is call the manufacturer and ask them if they’re processing 
includes the addition of this substance microbial transglutaminase. So MTG 
or microbial transglutaminase would be kind of the buzz word because they 
may not know what MITGLU is. If you say MITGLU they scratch their heads 
and say, I don’t know what you’re talking about. 
 
Dr. Jay Davidson: Microbial transglutaminase, wow! It is amazing when you 
think about you see the food on the menu and then it comes on the plate and 
it’s identical to the picture on the menu. That’s probably gives you a clue. 
 
Dr. Peter Osborne: Yeah. It’s hot dog food, right. It’s got a consistent shape 
texture test every time. And that’s not, that’s not normal, because cows are 
raised on different pastures and different types of grasses, and different types 
of climates, and have different stress loads depending on where they’re raised. 
We shouldn’t have that kind of consistency in taste, but we do. 
 
Dr. Jay Davidson: So thinking about this let’s say order the chicken breast 
from that restaurant you mentioned, not to throw them under the bus again, 
and then all of a sudden I don’t feel good from it and I wonder if it was 
contaminated with gluten, or I wonder if there was something I was sensitive 
to. And obviously, it could be this MICGLU or microbial transglutaminase 
that’s in there. Will your body then mistake, or maybe that’s not even a good 
word, but will it start to think that, hey, maybe you actually have a sensitivity 
to the chicken meat and not equated to actual an ingredient that’s in the 
chicken. 
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Dr. Peter Osborne: I don’t think there’s been any studies. And molecular 
mimicry as it were, I don’t think there’s been any studies that showed that if 
you eat a product with MTG in it that you then become allergic to the product, 
even if it doesn’t have MTG. But I think the ultimate thing that happens is the 
MTG itself what we believe that it does is it’s more than a molecular mimicry. 
What it actually creates is it creates an activation of a specialized receptor in 
the gut called the Toll-like receptor. And the outcome of that is going to be 
inflammation. And so it’s less of a molecular mimicry issue, more of an 
activation of a receptor in the gut that creates an inflammatory response.  
 
Dr. Jay Davidson: Okay. What do you see for the relationship of gluten, 
reacting to gluten, and infection? Are there certain bugs that could trigger 
gluten sensitivity or gluten reactions? 
 
Dr. Peter Osborne: I think if the person is gluten sensitive, they’re genetic 
they have the genes for gluten sensitivity risk or they don’t. And if you have 
the genes and you exposure yourself to gluten over a long enough period of 
time, you’re going to accumulate an inflammatory response that ends up 
making you sick, whether that takes one decade, two decades, three decades, 
is subject to other variables in your life and how healthy you try to keep 
yourself. 
 
But gluten sensitivity I like, don’t think of it as a disease, think of it as the 
state of genetics that if you feed it incorrectly it grows and comes on quicker. 
So this is where infections might play a role in somebody who was going along 
eating a sandwich, eating a bowl of pasta, or whatever it was, and feeling just 
fine; picked up a major infection and from that point on were no longer able to 
tolerate breads, or grains, or cereals after that infection. 
 
It broke their immune system. It broke it down so that it could no longer 
tolerate that gluten. Whereas, before the immune system was just trying to 
adapt around those exposures and doing a decent job of it while keep the host 
health without making them sick. But there was still a low-grade 
inflammation being produced. So think of an infection as the proverbial straw 
that breaks the back. You can have a gluten sensitivity genetically and if you 
pick up an infection it can really set it off and set in motion much quicker in 
autoimmune process. 
 
Dr. Jay Davidson: Okay. So it really becomes a big trigger then almost like if 
you’re living in a moldy environment or you pick up an infection, or maybe 
some other toxic exposure. The thing that was always underlying but at bay 
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then gets expressed. And now it’s like why am I, why do I react to this? Why 
do I not feel good? 
 
Dr. Peter Osborne: Absolutely. Think of health as resiliency. So there’s no 
such thing as perfect, right, I mean not in this world. And so nobody’s health 
is prefect. We all have ups and downs and life throws curveballs, but you 
should be adaptable to your environment without being majorly sick. That’s 
what I like to refer to as health resiliency. 
 
Well most people are in a state of functional illness. They can get up, go to 
work, put on their clothes, make breakfast, whatever it is they have to do for 
the day, but they don’t feel well, or their health is not really all that optimized, 
so they don’t have a lot of resiliency. They pickup a lot of colds and flus, they 
have a lot of aches and pains. They just kind of throw them under the rug and 
ignore them, or sweep them into the back of their mind closet and try to 
ignore them until a major event happens. 
 
A major triggering event happens and then the person can no longer the 
subtleties of what their body was trying to communicate to them. So then 
what ends up happening is they get very sick and then they seek out doctors 
to try to figure out why that happens. And if they seek out somebody like 
myself who’s well-versed in functional medicine, what we look for, like I said 
before the four big fundamental triggers. And so food, chemicals, infectious 
microorganisms and nutritional deficit are the four biochemicals triggers of 
autoimmune disease. Certainly, stress and emotional dysfunction abuse, or 
physical relationships, those are all what I would call emotional triggers, but 
ultimately the biochemical triggers are those prior four. 
 
Dr. Jay Davidson: Wow! I’m still thinking about your comment about 
functional illness. So my mind is blowing because that’s really the truth. If I’m 
able to get by or I’m functioning, then I’m fine. But you’re saying essentially 
people aren’t really healthy. And then there’s something that’s the straw that 
breaks the camel’s back. And boom it triggers all this stuff and people are 
trying to figure out what happened. 
 
Dr. Peter Osborne: Yeah. It’s that loss of adaptability in which leads to the 
search for a doctor. If you think about when people get sick many people are 
already sick or walking around, they just don’t realize it because their norm 
has always been some degree of sick. I mean I can’t tell you how many times 
I’ve heard this from a client of mine who says, my norm is that I’ve always had 
diarrhea. I’ve had diarrhea since I as a kid. I’ve had stomach aches and pains 
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since I was a kid. I’ve had headaches as long as I remember. That’s just who I 
am. 
 
And they accept that. And so they accept that illness as part of who they are. 
And that’s what when I say functional illness they’re going around. They’re 
functional to the largest extent. They’re not hospitalized and they’re able to do 
their daily things, but they’re limited in their capacity at joy, and vibrancy, 
and health. And that’s ultimately what I’d like anybody watching this show to 
understand is that it’s not normal to have to deal with all types of small 
problems. That’s not a norm, that’s a functional illness that you should 
probably seek help before a big trigger happens like a virus or another 
infection that would really send you over the edge. 
 
Dr. Jay Davidson: Yeah. And that’s really the true need of functional 
medicine too, get down to the root cause so you don’t need to go into the crisis 
care system. Awesome! So going back to the genetic side of things to say, okay 
I’ve got the genes for celiac, I’ve got the genes for gluten sensitivity, or reacting 
to gluten. Do you find that like thinking about retroviruses how they embed 
into our DNA could potentially an infection then alter our DNA to make us 
more susceptible to something like that as well? 
 
Dr. Peter Osborne: Yeah, both actually. So I think it’s important to talk about 
the two sides of viruses. And I don’t know if you’ve had experts on that have 
talked about phage viruses, bacteriophage, but it’s important to understand 
that just like bacteria you can have good bacteria or bad bacteria. And even in 
some cases you can have a bacteria that’s considered bad at certain 
quantitative levels and considered a normal part of the gut at other 
quantitative levels. 
 
So like, for example, should have some degree of H. pylori. And the presence of 
H. pylori does not mean infection but for some people too much H. pylori can 
create an infection. Well the same thing goes for viruses. Like if we were to 
measure the general population, for example, for Epstein-Barr typers is we 
would find 95% of the human population is infected, but not 95% of the 
population is sick. 
 
And so there are levels or titers of viruses that when they get to a certain level 
can create or trigger illness along with gluten sensitivity. But then there are 
also viruses that can be construed as good. Some viruses actually eat bad 
bacteria. That’s kind of part of their job and their function. And actually, when 
we measure mucosal licensing in the lung and in the GI tract where bacteria 
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hang out, we always see next to these bacteria we see these viruses called 
bacteriophage, which are keeping some of the bacteria under control.  
 
So I’m not skeptical, I’m just cautious. Because there’s a lot of tests nowadays 
that people run and look at whether or not a person has the genetic. Like they 
do a PCR Test, a Polymerase Chain Reaction, which is a DNA test to measure 
for the presence of a virus. And doing that to me doesn’t necessarily dictate if 
they find a virus that the virus is actually part of the problem. It could be that 
they’re just finding incidentally that virus through DNA probing. But again, it 
doesn’t mean it’s part of the problem, it could be just part of their normal 
microbiome helping keep other bacteria in check. 
 
So there’s good viruses; just like there’s good and bad bacteria there’s good 
and bad viruses. And again, I think a big part of what we’re going to come to 
find is that it’s a quantitative issue. When the titers get too high, they can 
trigger replication and some of the byproducts of that replication can create 
molecular mimicry, can create breakdowns in the blood vein area, and the gut 
barrier, and can create just generalized inflammation. 
 
So I don’t know if that answers your question, but I want to be clear that I’m 
not a fan of just see virus attack virus. I’m more of a let’s look a t a person’s 
symptoms, like at their symptomatology, and let’s see what led up to the event 
where the problems really, really started, and can we track that to a viral 
infection like an enteral virus, or a retrovirus, adenovirus, or whatever it might 
be; upper respiratory infection, et cetera. Then we can start talking about 
what we can do nutritionally to support their immune systems ability to 
combat that viral overload.  
 
Dr. Jay Davidson: Yeah. I love that thought. It almost goes back to the whole 
Louis Pasteur, Jim Furry, versus Antoine Beauchamp, and it’s more of the 
terrain not necessarily always the bug.  
 
Dr. Peter Osborne: Yeah, exactly. Cool. I love that. So thinking about kind of 
expanding what you were saying about good virus, bad virus, because I really 
haven’t had anybody speak on the bacteriophage or the phage type topic, so I 
thank you for hitting on that. I want to maybe expand that a little bit more 
too. But is this the same thing as, oh I have a staph infection. I’ve got strep 
infection. I mean are these bacteria not present and then when they test 
positive now you actually have it, or is this where all of us have some staph 
and some strep and it’s just when they go out of control and then the test 
shows up positive and now, you know, you have to do something about it? 
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Dr. Jay Davidson: So it depends on the type of test. This is where I would 
warn people against PCR testing for the presence of a microorganism. Because 
the presence of a microorganism doesn’t necessarily dictate the quantity of 
that microorganism present. And so in my experience, is that generally, yes, 
some microorganisms are there even if they’re bad like strep. I see strep all the 
time in healthy guts. I see staph all the time in healthy guts. 
 
So it’s not like, even though we have this fear or this phobia of, oh my gosh 
this staph infection Mercer, right. It’s not just the presence is equitable to 
disease triggering, it’s the presence plus the quantity, plus the symptoms of 
the individual, plus the therapeutic approach that’s applied and the outcome 
of that therapeutic approach based on the theory that it was potentially a viral 
infection or bacterial infection. So did I answer your question? 
 
Dr. Peter Osborne: Oh, totally. That makes me almost think of in the mold 
side the ERMI testing I’ve seen that’s great for species, but I haven’t seen any 
reliability as far as like quantitatively giving a good quantity. So you’re saying 
that PCR testing can show if something’s present or not, but it’s not really 
going to give you a quantity necessarily. 
 
Dr. Jay Davidson: It’s not the best measure for quantity. I would say coupling 
PCR testing with like IGG or IGM antibody testing, or titers, might give you a 
better idea as to whether or not that’s an actual problem. Because a person 
could have the presence of a virus but if they lack high titers of an acute 
infection or what would signify an acute infection, then we really don’t want to 
go chasing that as a potential cause.  
 
Dr. Peter Osborne: Interesting. Coming back to the bacteriophage, the phage 
category. So these are viruses. These are good viruses that essentially are, 
each one’s programmed for a specific type of like bacteria. So if you have a 
bacterial infection and you have a phage, the phage will essentially be able to 
eradicate that bacteria or keep it at bay. 
 
Dr. Jay Davidson: I like to look at it a lot like you mentioned garden earlier. 
You’ve got some tomatoes growing, you’ve got some blueberries growing, 
you’ve got some cucumbers growing, or whatever you’ve got in your garden, 
right, a lot of different species. And if the weeds start to grow out of control 
let’s call those weed bacteria. And then you have a certain type of animal that 
you let run loose in your garden like a goat that you’ve sanctioned off the 
tomato plants so they won’t eat the tomato plant, but you let the goat eat the 
weeds. Think of the bacteriophage as the goat eating the weeds. It doesn’t eat 
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them out of existence it just eats them down so that they’re not taking over 
the rest of the garden. So it’s a balancing act. 
 
Dr. Peter Osborne: Awesome! I’ve heard with the bacteriophages like if you 
were to supplement them or just get exposed to them and there’s nothing 
necessarily for that phage to go after, or you don’t have that specific bacteria 
going out of control, just kind off flushes through you. But then if you do that 
they start replicating because they have more work to do essentially with that. 
It makes me wonder. Because I’ve also heard in the bacteriophage category 
that the ocean has a ton of bacteriophage, or a ton of phages, if maybe that’s 
part of the reason it feels so good to go for a swim in the warm ocean too. 
 
Dr. Jay Davidson: Yeah. I haven’t seen any research on that, but it makes 
good plausible sense that exposure to things, especially in our modern world I 
would say if we were more connected as a culture to getting ready exposure to 
outside to dirt, to nature, I’d say we might not feel that big shift, so to speak, 
by getting in the ocean. 
 
Because I mean look at what do we do withal of us sitting behind a computer 
desk for eight hours a day, then we go home and then we sit behind a desk at 
home for another few hours. Or we get in a bed and there’s no dirt and there’s 
no exposure to outdoor air, or gardening. Most of us we spend most of our 
lives in this sterile environment and being told how bad germs are. And being 
told to rub things like Purell all over our hands 18 times a day and we dry off 
the mucosal lining of our hands, and open our immune systems up. 
 
So, yeah, I think that a big part of what we’re experiencing is as we’ve moved 
away as a culture from like being a part of the earth in the truest sense we are 
developing illnesses as it relates to that. I mean the perfect example, Dr. Jay, 
is if you look at the curve of autoimmunity since the 1950s it has 
exponentially increased and many diseases are a thousand-fold higher than 
they ever were in the 1950s. 
 
So we’re seeing this massive increase immunologically of incidents of 
autoimmune disease where we didn’t have it before. And if we look at some of 
the trends in our culture I think we can backtrack and make some really nice 
theories. There is actually a very good theory scientifically called the Hygiene 
Hypothesis that discusses the cleanliness of humans and how we’ve become 
too clean. And we’ve removed ourselves from exposure to things like 
bacteriophages and good bacteria and other microorganisms. 
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And so in removing ourselves our immune system have shifted and changed, 
and they’ve become fat and lazy, so to speak. They’re no longer being 
challenged on a day to day basis where they’re getting their training. And so 
when something real comes along the immune system has vicious or an 
overreactive response instead of a normative response, and that’s where we’re 
seeing a lot of this autoimmune problem kind of really creeping in from. 
 
So if you haven’t read about it, those of you listening, the Hygiene Hypothesis 
is very compelling to me. 
 
Dr. Peter Osborne: Wow! I mean that fits right back into what you mentioned 
about adaptability. That having just these little exposures and not being in a 
super stellar environment is working the immune system. It’s allowing your 
body to be able to adapt. Because it really comes down to it like we want 
abundance of health and we’re going to get that by the ability for our bodies to 
adapt to the different environments that we’re thrown into. And if you’re 
saying the more we separate the cleaner we are, the less our body works, the 
kind of lazier it is. Then when we get thrown into a new environment our body 
can’t adapt because it hasn’t worked that muscle. 
 
Dr. Jay Davidson: Yeah. Well, said. I mean it’s the weekend warrior concept, 
right. If I was a high school athlete and hadn’t played football in 20 years, and 
went out on the weekend and tried to do what I used to do, in my own mind 
I’m a hero and I can do those things. But the reality is I’m going to tear myself 
up in that regard. 
 
Dr. Peter Osborne: Yep. There goes the meniscus, there goes my shoulder. 
 
Dr. Jay Davidson: And the same thing with your immune system. Like when 
it’s in a state of lack of conditioning, so to speak, that it’s going to have a hard 
time when a real problem sets in. 
 
Dr. Peter Osborne: It’s just amazing how much our culture is still stuck in 
this kill everything model; antibacterial soap to hand sanitizer. I mean 
whether you look at the travel industry of you’re on a cruise ship every room 
you walk in they’re like spray your hands with hand sanitizer. To when you go 
to childcare, I mean it’s just, the room stink from all the cleaner and the anti-
kill everything. It just doesn’t seem like it’s the right path. 
 
Dr. Jay Davidson: Actually, it’s interesting. My wife in graduate school 
studied those hand sanitizers. They actually had petri dishes. And they took 
several groups of people and took them through and had them use those hand 
sanitizers, and then see if we could inoculate the dishes. And actually, what 
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we found is that the petri dishes that were inoculated the best were the ones 
that after people use those hand sanitizers. I found that rather interesting as a 
conclusion. In essence, the petri dishes that grew the most pathological 
bacteria were the ones where people used the most Purell. 
 
Dr. Peter Osborne: Oh, the bugs adapted and they became more resistant, 
basically. 
 
Dr. Jay Davidson: Yeah. Wow! Well as we wrap up this interview, Dr. 
Osborne, any final words of wisdom or take-home tips that you want to make 
sure to convey to the listener. 
 
Dr. Peter Osborne: I would just simply say guilt by association be very 
cautious of it. And the reason why I say that is I know this is a viral summit 
and so a lot of people are talking maybe about Epstein-Barr and mono, and 
some of other viruses. And I would just simply say that the presence of a virus 
doesn’t necessarily dictate that that virus is creating illness. In 90% plus of 
the cases that I’ve seen in the last 20 years even with positive viral titers, even 
with positive viral PCR, the vast majority of people get better not having to 
take massive antivirals. They get better as a result of diet and lifestyle change. 
 
So I would say even with the presence make sure you’re adjusting your diet. 
Make sure you’re adjusting your lifestyle as the preeminent form of improving 
your health over trusting a passive therapy. Even if it’s a natural therapy, 
whether it’s a non-natural or whether it’s a prescriptive therapy, because 
some people will use lice in Vitamin C, Vitamin A, and other nutrients to kill 
what they think are viral infections. And that may not be the necessary course 
of action. 
 
So I would just say take that in mind when you’re working with your 
functional medicine docs. Have that conversation with them so that you don’t 
end up chasing something or creating something in your own mind that is 
part of your illness that may actually not be part of your illness. 
 
Dr. Jay Davidson: What a great perspective. It almost feels like glimpses of 
even the Lyme Disease side that you can say that same thing. 
 
Dr. Peter Osborne: I would absolutely echo that sentiment with Lyme. I’ve 
done a lot of Lyme testing over the years and found that the most effective 
therapy hands down, whether the person had yeast or whether they have 
Lyme, or whether they had a virus didn’t matter, was that the person had to 
be committed to diet and lifestyle change that was long-term and that was 
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consistent. Then no matter what type of therapy that you used with those 
people, if they didn’t adjust their diet and lifestyle at the same time, the 
outcomes were always poor. 
 
Dr. Jay Davidson: That’ so great to get your perspective, Dr. Osborne. I really 
appreciate you taking time out of your full schedule to do this interview today. 
It’s just been awesome to hear directly from you. 
 
Dr. Peter Osborne: Well thanks so much for putting on this summit. I know 
it’s going to be packed with fantastic information. And this is what needs to be 
out their functional medicine needs to be the go-to. And so I know this event 
is just helping make that happen and helping educate people. So thanks for 
all you do too, Dr. Jay. I appreciate you. 
 
Dr. Jay Davidson: Thank you. Well thank you listener for joining me on the 
Viral and Retroviral Summit. Make sure to share this with your friends and 
family because if you don’t who knows who’s going to. It’s really up to you. 
And then make sure to check out Dr. Peter Osborne website that you can go 
to is glutenfreesociety.org; so glutenfreesociety.org. Maximum blessings. This 
is Dr. Jay Davidson. 


